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The inheritance of information beyondDNA sequence, knownas epigenetic inheritance, has
been implicated in amultitude of biological processes from control of plant flowering time to
cancer in humans. In addition to epigenetic inheritance that occurs in dividing cells of a
multicellular organism, it is also increasingly clear that at least some epigenetic information
is transmitted via the gametes in a multitude of organisms, including mammals. Here, I
review the evidence for epigenetic information carriers in mammalian sperm, and explore
the emerging field of intergenerational transfer of environmental information.

I
n sexual organisms, information transfer from
one generation to the next—inheritance—is

primarily mediated by the merging of two half

complements of the genetic material, DNA.
That the vast majority of heritable information

is encoded in the DNA sequence is shown by the
spectacular success of the enterprise of genetics.

Nonetheless, two considerations make it clear

that a small amount of information is passed
from one generation to the next in the absence

of DNA sequence changes. This is known as

“epigenetic” inheritance (Jablonka and Lamb
2002). First, genetically identical organisms—

human twins, inbred mouse strains, and so

forth—can nonetheless show extensive pheno-
typic variation, and a subset of this variability is

heritable. This is known as epivariation, and is

extremely well-documented in many model or-
ganisms—particularly plants—but has also

been reliably documented for at least a few phe-

notypes in mammals (Daxinger and Whitelaw

2012; Rando 2012). Second, although genome-
wide association studies (GWAS) can success-

fully identify a multitude of genetic contribu-

tions to complex traits, at present it is believed
that all significant sequence polymorphisms

identified in a given GWAS can only explain a
small fraction of the overall heritability of the

trait in question. Of course, this “missing heri-

tability” could be explained by DNA sequence
in many ways—by a multitude of rare polymor-

phisms, by epistasis (genetic interactions be-

tween polymorphisms that do not conform to
the linear additivity model used to identify hits

and calculate variance explained in GWAS sur-

veys), etc.—but in some cases there is evidence
that ancestral environmental conditions con-

tribute to the propensity for certain complex

diseases, including diabetes and schizophrenia
(Rakyan et al. 2011). In other words, although

the contribution of epigenetics to mammalian

inheritance is clearly minor relative to genetic
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inheritance, its relevance to complex heritable

diseases is currently unknown and is likely to
be underestimated by the scientific community

based on the fact that epigenetic inheritance

plays no role in the far better-understood case
of Mendelian traits. Moreover, the unusual

properties of epigenetic information make such

information transfer interesting bothmechanis-
tically and teleologically (Jablonka and Lamb

1995; Rando and Verstrepen 2007). In this

work, I will survey evidence for epigenetic in-
formation carriers in mammalian sperm.

THEMOLECULARCARRIERSOF EPIGENETIC
INFORMATION

Epigenetic inheritance is far more robust and

widespread in key model organisms such as

worms, fission yeast, and plants than it is in
mammals (Rando and Verstrepen 2007). As a

result, genetic dissection of epigenetic inheri-

tance pathways has largely been performed in
these organisms,with efforts inmammalian sys-

tems generally lagging for reasons of (1) conve-

nience—the generation time of the mouse is in-
conveniently long relative to that of worms, and

(2) biology—mammals lack key enzymes, such

as RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, that make
epigenetic inheritance in many model systems

far more robust and long-lived. I will therefore
introduce each epigenetic information carrier

using evidence from model systems and then

will turn to the relevant evidence frommamma-
lian studies.

Five of the best-characterized epigenetic in-

formation carriers are transcription factors, pri-
ons, cytosine methylation, chromatin structure,

and RNAs. As there is presently little evidence

supporting transcription factors or prion states
in intergenerational mammalian inheritance—

prion diseases such as kuru appear not to be

vertically transmitted, for example—Iwill focus
this review on the remaining three “epige-

nomes” listed.

CYTOSINE METHYLATION

In addition to the four canonical nucleotides—

A, G, C, and T—the DNA of many organisms

also carries a substantial fraction of alternative

bases. In eukaryotes, the most common and
best-studied of these alternative bases is 5-meth-

yl cytosine (5meC) (Jaenisch and Bird 2003).

Cytosinemethylation is awidespread basemod-
ification, occurring in many plants, fungi, and

animals, but is absent, or nearly so, in several of

the best-studied model organisms such as bud-
ding yeast, fissionyeast, fruit flies, andnematode

worms. In mammals, the majority of cytosine

methylation occurs in the symmetric context
of a CpG dinucleotide, although many organ-

isms carry substantially more 5meC in asym-

metric contexts such as CHH (where H is A, T,
or C) and CHG (Reik et al. 2001; Chan et al.

2005; Law and Jacobsen 2010; Cedar and Berg-

man 2012). Cytosine methylation has garnered
the greatest interest inmammals as an epigenetic

information carrier, as it is associated with a

clear copying mechanism. The “maintenance”
methyltransferase, Dnmt1, preferentially acts

on the hemimethylated CGdinucleotides found

after replication of a symmetrically methylated
CG duplex (Bestor 1992). Cytosine methylation

is implicated in wide variety of biological pro-

cesses in mammals, garnering particular atten-
tion for its roles in oncogenesis and in allele-

specific gene expression, or imprinting.

Two types of heritable cytosine methylation
have been described—“programmed” cases

such as found in imprinted gene expression,

and apparently random“epivariation” as occurs
at the Avy locus in mouse. Examples of pro-

grammed cytosine methylation being inherit-

ed through the gametes involve a number of
genomic loci associated with genes that are

monoallelically expressed solely from either the

maternal or the paternal allele (Bartolomei and
Ferguson-Smith 2011). These genomic loci are

typically associated with a “differentially meth-

ylated region” (DMR), which is onlymethylated
on the genomic copy that was passed down, for

example, via the oocyte. Most individuals will

therefore carry a single methylated copy of this
locus—in this case the maternal allele—along

with the unmethylated paternal copy of the

same locus. DMRs for imprinted loci can be sta-
bly inheritedmitotically. An imprint established

during female or male germline development
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can be maintained in children, on the maternal

or the paternal allele respectively, into adult-
hood, but are reliably erased in the child’s germ-

line. Thus, imprinted loci represent well-es-

tablished cases in which information beyond
genomic sequence alone is transmitted from

parent to child. This information transfer is gen-

erally fairly stereotyped, as imprinting disorders
are rare and result most commonly from genetic

disorders in which deletion of one copy of an

imprinted gene results in disease attributed to
the lack of expression of the intact copy of the

gene. That said, there is some evidence support-

ing the idea that epigenetic marks on imprinted
genes aremodestly susceptible to environmental

perturbations. For example, assisted reproduc-

tive technologies have been linked to an increase
in imprinting disorders (de Waal et al. 2012).

Hypomorphic alleles of the maintenance meth-

yltransferaseDnmt1also showepigeneticdefects
at a specific subset of imprinted loci (Biniszkie-

wicz et al. 2002), supporting the idea that cyto-

sine methylation at imprinted DMRs could
plausibly be susceptible to dietary or environ-

mental control.

Cytosinemethylationalsoplays a role in “ep-
ivariation” inwhich heritable phenotypic differ-

ences are observed between genetically identical

organisms. Epivariation is widespread in plants,
with examples including variability in maize

pigmentation caused by paramutation at the B

locus (Arteaga-Vazquez and Chandler 2010),
and variation in Arabidopsis flowering pheno-

types owing to heritable silencing of the SUPER-

MAN locus (Jacobsen and Meyerowitz 1997).
Genetic studies of epigenetic silencing of these

and other loci in plants have implicated a num-

ber of epigenetic information carriers including
small RNAs, chromatin packaging, and cytosine

methylation in heritable silencing.Although ep-

ivariation is far more widespread in plants than
inmammals, a handful ofwell-documented cas-

es of mammalian epivariation have been de-

scribed. The best-studied example of epivaria-
tion in mice is found in a mouse mutant, called

Agouti variable yellow, orAvy, in which an intra-

cisternal A particle (IAP) retro-element has in-
serted adjacent to the gene encoding transcrip-

tion factor Agouti, which plays a role in coat

coloration (Morgan et al. 1999). Avy mice have

coat colors ranging from brown to yellow, and
this coat color variation is somewhatheritable—

yellow mothers give birth to more yellow than

brown pups, whereas brown mothers give birth
to a greater fraction of brown pups. Epivariation

in coat color is correlated with the extent of cy-

tosine methylation surrounding the IAP ele-
ment, withwider domains of methylation being

linked to decreased expression of the down-

stream gene.
Global patterns of cytosine methylation are

massively reconfigured on fertilization in mam-

mals, with nearly global erasure of cytosine
methylation on the paternal genome occurring

within the first one or two cleavage divisions.

This finding raises the question of how any in-
formation could be transmitted from father

to offspring using cytosine methylation. The

mechanistic basis for global demethylation re-
mains incompletely understood, but recent

findings implicate active erasure by oxidation

of paternal 5meC by the Tet3 demethylase as a
major mechanism for this erasure (Inoue and

Zhang 2011; Iqbal et al. 2011; Wossidlo et al.

2011). The maternal epigenome is protected
from this erasure by a factor variously known

as Stella/Dppa3/PGC7,which associates specif-
ically with the maternal, but not the paternal,
genome via its association with H3K9me2-

marked nucleosomes (Nakamura et al. 2007,

2012).As thepaternal genome isprimarily pack-
aged in protamines rather than histones (see be-

low), the majority of the paternal genome can-

not recruit Stella/Dppa3/PGC7 and thus is
susceptible to Tet3-mediated demethylation. A

small fraction of the paternal genome does re-

main associated with histones, including loci at
which methylated imprints are contributed pa-

ternally (Fig. 1). This suggests that the rare loci

that retain histones in sperm may represent
“windows” in which the paternal epigenome

may be passed on to offspring in mammals.

CHROMATIN PACKAGING

Eukaryotic genomes are packaged into a nucle-
oprotein complex known as chromatin. The

major repeating subunit of chromatin consists
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of an octamer of histone proteins around which
are wrapped 147 bp of DNA (Kornberg and

Lorch 1999). Chromatin structure is genetically

implicated in mitotic epigenetic inheritance
paradigms such as cell state inheritance. Early

genetic screens in flies for mutations that inter-

fere with inheritance of active or repressed gene
expression states yielded a numberof chromatin

regulatory factors—the trithorax or polycomb

group factors, respectively (Kennison 1995).
Despite decades of study of the function and

roles of chromatin regulators in cell state inher-

itance, the question of whether and how chro-
matin states are propagated during replication

remains to be unambiguously answered (Kauf-

man and Rando 2010).
More complicated still than mitotic inheri-

tance, chromatin state propagation across gen-

erations of a multicellular organism requires
surviving the dramatic perturbations involved

in gametogenesis, fertilization, and early devel-

opment. In contrast to all other cell types, sperm
carry a highly specialized packaging state of the

genome to allow the exceptional compaction

Maternal genome Paternal genome

Binding of stella

to H3K9me2

Tet3 hydroxylation

of 5mC to 5hmC

Dilution of 5hmC,

maintenance of 5mC

Stella

Unmethylated CpG

Methylated CpG

Nucleosome

H3K9me2 nucleosome

Protamine

Hydroxymethylated CpG

Figure 1. Model for epigenetic events occurring immediately after fertilization. Schema shows the maternal
genome (left) and paternal genome (right). The maternal genome is maintained in chromatin, whereas the
paternal genome is primarily packaged into protamines, with a small fraction of genomic regions remaining
associated with histones. After fertilization, binding of Stella to H3K9me2 protects underlying genomic regions
from Tet3, which converts methylcytosine to hydroxymethylcytosine. Regions subject to hydroxymethylation
are then passively demethylated during replication, resulting in near-global erasure of paternal cytosine meth-
ylation patterns. Thematernal genome and a small fraction of the paternal genome are protected from this initial
demethylation event because of their association with H3K9me2-marked histones.
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that is typically observed in the sperm nucleus

(Ooi and Henikoff 2007). During mammalian
spermatogenesis, histones become hyperacety-

lated and then evicted (Rousseaux et al. 2005),

replaced by so-called transition proteins, which
are then in turn replaced by small basic proteins

known as protamines (Balhorn 2007). However,

a small subset of histone proteins is retained
in mammalian sperm. Human sperm carry

≏10%–15% of the histone complement of a

somatic cell, whereas in mouse this number is
≏2%. Recent studies on histone retention in

human and mouse sperm suggests that there is

a bias for promoters of genes expressed early
during development to be specifically packaged

in histones (Gardiner-Garden et al. 1998; Arpa-

nahi et al. 2009; Hammoud et al. 2009; Brykc-
zynska et al. 2010; Erkek et al. 2013). These find-

ings contrast with several lines of evidence

suggesting that histone retention in sperm pri-
marily occurs over repeat elements. Small-scale

cloning of DNA released by nuclease digestion

of sperm revealed primarily repeat elements
such as LINE and SINE sequences (Pittoggi

et al. 1999) and pericentric repeats (Govin

et al. 2007), whereas immunostaining studies
onmature spermreveal colocalizationofhistone

proteins with the repeat-enriched sperm chro-

mocenter (van der Heijden et al. 2006; Govin
et al. 2007). More recently, genome-wide assays

formononucleosome retention in severalmam-

mals have reported histone retention over broad
gene-poor domains, which are enriched for re-

peat elements (Carone et al. 2014; Samans et al.

2014), and relative depletion over promoters.
These discrepancies argue that assays for

sperm histone retention are sensitive to the pre-

cise protocol used for identifying histone-en-
riched loci. Nonetheless, the contrasting views

of histone retention are not incompatible, and

are most consistent with the idea that two or
more biochemically distinct populations of nu-

cleosomes are present in mature sperm. In this

view, the majority of nucleosome retention oc-
curs over long gene-poor regions of the genome,

and likely is comprised of nucleosomes carrying

the canonicalH3.1moleculemarkedwithH3K9
methylation. These histones represent the ma-

jority of histone retention in sperm, consistent

with the major histone immunofluorescence

signal associated with the DAPI-dense chromo-
center of sperm. In contrast, the nucleosomes

associated with developmental promoters are

biochemically unusual. They are highly resistant
to micrococcal nuclease and are only revealed

after nuclease overdigestion, and they carry the

H3.3 histone variant, marked with H3K4me3
and H3K27me3 (Erkek et al. 2013).

It remains to be seenwhether these different

classes of nucleosome carry meaningful infor-
mation into the zygote. In one study, however,

changes in histone retention at promoters in

mutant animals was seen to correlate with
changes in embryonic gene activation at the pro-

moters in question (Ihara et al. 2014). In addi-

tion, there is evidence for transgenerational ef-
fects of chromatin-related mutations in several

model organisms. Most notably, mutations in

the H3K4 methylation machinery have trans-
generational effects in worms, with mutations

in the H3K4 methylase leading to several gener-

ations of worms with increased lifespan (Greer
et al. 2011) and mutations in the H3K4 de-

methylase LSD1 resulting in sterility manifest-

ing some 20 generations after introduction of
the mutation (Katz et al. 2009). Whether the

information transmitted in these systems is car-

ried in the histone proteins or results from al-
tered RNA populations observed in chromatin

mutants is unknown.

RNAs

In one of their seminal papers on gene regula-
tion, Jacob and Monod (1961) suggested the

possibility that RNA molecules would be ideal

candidates for gene regulators. Although the re-
pressor identified for the lac operonproved to be

a protein, the past two decades have seen an ex-

plosion inroles forRNAingeneregulation.Long
intergenic noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs), exem-

plified by Xist, play diverse roles in gene regula-

tion, from chromosome-wide gene silencing to
recruiting chromatin regulators to specific geno-

micregulatoryelements (RinnandChang2012).

lincRNAs are often among the transcripts ex-
pressed from imprinted domains in mammals,

themost famous being theH19RNA involved in

Transfer of Epigenetic Information in Sperm
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Prader–Willi and Angelman syndromes. More

likely tobe involved in transgenerational systems
are a large variety of smaller RNA species. Here

I will focus on RNAs 40 nt and shorter. These

include relatively well-studied species such as
microRNAs, siRNAs, and the strongly germ-

line-enriched piRNAs (Ghildiyal and Zamore

2009), as well as more mysterious entities such
as enhancer-derived RNAs (eRNAs) and tRNA

fragments (tRFs) (Peng et al. 2012).

Small RNAs are implicated in a large num-
ber of transgenerational epigenetic inheritance

paradigms, largely in nonmammalian model

organisms. Examples of such models include,
among others: (1) RNA interference in Caeno-

rhabditis elegans in which injection of double-

stranded RNA results in silencing of target genes
for ≏4–5 generations (Fire et al. 1998); (2)

paramutation in maize in which an inactive

copy of a plant pigmentation gene induces her-
itable silencing of an active copy in a heterozy-

gote (Arteaga-Vazquez and Chandler 2010); (3)

epigenetic repression of FWA and SUPERMAN

and many other genes in Arabidopsis (Chan

et al. 2004); (4) epigenetic silencing of pericen-

tromeric genes in fission yeast (Grewal 2010);
and (5) silencing of transposons in the Dro-

sophila germline (Khurana et al. 2011). Most

of these cases occur in organisms whose ge-
nome encodes an RNA-dependent RNA poly-

merase, providing a mechanism by which an

initiating signal can be maintained over multi-
ple organismal generations. The detailed mech-

anisms underlying transgenerational passage of

information in these paradigms remain a sub-
ject of intensive investigation and are compli-

cated to some extent by extensive cross talk

between different “epigenomes.” For example,
small RNAs have been shown to play a role in

directing deposition of heterochromatic hist-

one modifications in all the organisms detailed
above, and in a subset of organisms small RNAs

also direct cytosine methylation. Understand-

ing the details of such cross talk pathways will
be required for a deep understanding of why

some loci are more susceptible to multigenera-

tional epigenetic inheritance than others.
In mammals, sperm carry relatively small

amounts of RNA (Ostermeier et al. 2002, 2004,

2005; Krawetz et al. 2011). Until the past

decade, it was commonly suggested that sperm
lack any meaningful RNA. Moreover, RNA in

sperm tends to be extensively degraded. Even

ribosomal RNAs are present only as a smear of
degradation products, leading to the general

idea that the sperm RNApool simply represents

leftover remnants of the RNAs required for the
processes of spermatogenesis and spermiogen-

esis. However, several lines of evidence support

the potential for sperm RNAs to play a role in
altering early events in the mammalian preim-

plantation embryo. The first is the abundant

evidence for RNAs in a multitude of transgen-
erational epigenetic inheritance paradigms in

other model organisms. Second, Whitelaw and

colleagues have described paternal effect muta-
tions that alter penetrance of coat color in the

Avy model system described above. Here, het-

erozygous males can sire offspring with altered
coat color even in offspring not inheriting the

mutation of interest (Chong et al. 2007; Dax-

inger and Whitelaw 2012). Interestingly, in
some of these mutations, Avy expression is al-

tered even when it was transmitted maternally,

which is inconsistent with Avy expression being
altered in cis by cytosine methylation or chro-

matin changes having occurred in the sperm of

mutant fathers. Although this trans effect onAvy

could bemediated by a variety of indirectmech-

anisms, RNAs are of course a prime candidate

for diffusible factors that can act in trans. Final-
ly, several paradigms have been described in

which RNAs from the sperm of males carrying

specificmutations, or having been treatedwith a
particular environmental stressor, can be mi-

croinjected into zygotes and recapitulate some

of the phenotypes observed in the relevant
natural mating paradigm. Most famously, Ras-

soulzadegan et al. (2006) found that mice het-

erozygous for a b-Gal insertion into the c-Kit

locus sired wild-type offspring with altered tail

coloration, and this effect could be recapitulated

by injecting total RNA from the mutant male’s
brain into control zygotes. Although this result

has been subject to some controversy (Arnheiter

2007), similar results have beendescribed in sev-
eral other systems (Wagner et al. 2008; Gapp

et al. 2014).
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What is the RNA payload of mature mam-

malian sperm? As noted above, long RNAs show
extensive degradation in mature sperm, with

mRNAs and rRNAs showing a range of behav-

iors from rare RNAs being reasonably intact
through the majority situation of extensive deg-

radation (Johnson et al. 2011; Sendler et al.

2013). Presumably, more relevant to intergener-
ational information transfer are small RNApop-

ulations found in sperm. Short RNAs (,40 nt)

include a variety of species, including relatively
well-understood species such as microRNAs

and siRNAs, moderately understood species

such as piRNAs, and relatively understudied en-
tities such as small fragments derived from

rRNAs or tRNAs (Ghildiyal and Zamore 2009;

Peng et al. 2012). It is currently unclear whether
small RNAsdelivered by spermhavemuch effect

on regulationof earlydevelopment. Spermcarry

very little RNA relative to oocytes and the bio-
chemistry of argonautes in somatic cells indi-

cates that only highly abundant microRNAs

are likely to exert measureable regulatory effects
(Amanai et al. 2006; Suh and Blelloch 2011;Wee

et al. 2012). Furthermore, the fate of sperm

RNAs on fertilization is unclear asmany reports
suggest that RNAs delivered by sperm are unde-

tectable in the zygote.

Altogether, sperm RNAs represent a com-
pelling candidate for intergenerational infor-

mation transfer in mammals, but the enterprise

of understanding biological functions for
sperm RNAs remains in its infancy.

EVIDENCE FOR TRANSGENERATIONAL
TRANSFER OF EPIGENETIC INFORMATION

There is abundant evidence inmodel organisms
that epigenetic information can be transmitted

from one generation to the next and, in general,

epigenetic information carriers are far more re-
sponsive to environmental perturbations than

is genomic sequence. Countless studies have

shown that perturbing tissue culture cells (by
adding signaling molecules, heat stress, etc.)

can alter the expression of specific microRNAs

or can alter cytosine methylation patterns or
histone modification profiles, whereas DNA se-

quence remains largely or entirely unaffected by

these treatments. Taken together, these facts have

motivated intense interest in the possibility
that information about ancestral environments

could be transmitted to offspring via epigenetic

marks in the gametes. This concept is often
called the “inheritance of acquired characters”

or “Lamarckian” inheritance, although it is

worth noting that the latter term is somewhat
inaccurate. Both Darwin and Lamarck believed

in the inheritance of acquired characters, and it

is also worth noting that there are far more in-
correct aspects of Lamarck’s theory of evolution

than the inheritance of acquired characters. The

classic test of the inheritance of acquired char-
acters was performed by August Weismann in

the late 19th century. He cut the tails off of

mice, mated them, and measured tail length in
the offspring (Weismann et al. 1904). The ab-

sence of any change in tail length in offspring

was an influential piece of evidence against the
inheritance of acquired characters, although in

retrospect many problems with this experiment

can be identified.
Modern variants of the Weismann experi-

ment differ in two key ways from the tail ampu-

tation protocol. First, conditions used to treat
the “ancestral” generation are somewhat more

plausible as conditions that might have been

experienced repeatedly over the evolutionary
history of the organism (Jablonka et al. 1995).

Second, instead of one quantitative character

(tail length), many current iterations of this ex-
periment involve genome-wide measurements

in offspring to capture unanticipated responses

in offspring. In mammals, the two main para-
digms for paternal environmental exposures are

dietary perturbations and stress conditions.

NUTRITIONAL PARADIGMS

A large and increasing number of rodent studies
have linked paternal dietary perturbations to

metabolic alterations in offspring. Such para-

digms include paternal feeding with high-fat
diet (Ng et al. 2010; Fullston et al. 2012, 2013)

or low-protein diet (Carone et al. 2010;Watkins

and Sinclair 2014), intermittent fasting (Ander-
son et al. 2006), and paternal prediabetes in-

duced by high-fat diet and streptozotocin ad-
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ministration (Wei et al. 2014). In addition to

these systems focused on dietary changes after
weaning, a large number of studies use in utero

nutritional perturbations. Here, pregnant fe-

males are subject to high-fat diet or caloric re-
striction and male offspring of these mothers

are then used as the treated paternal generation

to sire offspring (Jimenez-Chillaron et al. 2009;
Dunn and Bale 2011; Radford et al. 2012). In

each of the above studies, males provided with

the test diet sired offspring with altered meta-
bolic traits relative to the offspring sired by con-

trol males. Most of the above studies document

altered glucose control in offspring of treated
males, with altered cholesterol and lipid metab-

olism also being found in several studies. The

precise details differ in the different studies. For
example, Ng et al. (2010) describe a stronger

effect of paternal diet on glucose control specif-

ically in daughters, whereas Carone et al. (2010)
reported little difference between paternal low

protein diet effects on sons versus daughters.

Paternal dietary effects on offspring metab-
olismhavealsobeendocumented inothermam-

mals.Most relevant to human health are human

epidemiological studies. It has long been known
that maternal undernutrition can influence

children’s susceptibility to metabolic disorders

(Hales and Barker 2001), as is best-documented
for children born following the “Dutch Hunger

Winter” of 1944–1945 (Kyle and Pichard 2006;

Lumey et al. 2007; Heijmans et al. 2008). In ad-
dition to suchmaternal effects,male linepassage

of ancestral nutritional status has also been sug-

gested by analysis of the “Overkalix cohort.”
Here, Pembrey et al. (2006) found that a man’s

risk of diabetes and cardiovascular disease was

linked to his paternal grandfather’s access to ad-
equate food. Similarly, a woman’s risk of meta-

bolic disease was traced to her paternal grand-

mother’s food access. Interestingly, the time of
exposure to diet was a key in both cases. The

grandson’s risk of metabolic disease was linked

to access to an abundance of food in early ado-
lescence (ages 10–13), but to inadequate food

availability in early adulthood (ages 18–20).

Taken together, the studies in rodents and hu-
mans link ancestral food supply tokeymetabolic

outcomes in future generations.

STRESS AND TOXIN PARADIGMS

The other major group of paternal effect para-

digms in mammals involves some form of aver-

sive stress. This is not to suggest that poor diet is
not stressful. There will likely be a great deal of

overlap between outcomes of stress and dietary

paternal-effect paradigms when compared in
the same study. But it does indicate the separate

approaches taken by physiologists and neurobi-

ologists/psychologists to the field of intergen-
erational inheritance. “Stressful” paradigms can

be separated into toxin administration and psy-

chological stress.
Toxin-related paradigms tend to focus on

endocrine disruptors, and include one of the

earliest paternal effect experiments described
in rodents. Administration of endocrine disrup-

tors to pregnant female rats has been reported to

alter reproductive success of several generations
of male descendants (Anway et al. 2005). Several

other environmental toxins, including DDT

and the hepatotoxin carbon tetrachloride, have
been reported to induce paternal effects. In the

case of carbon tetrachloride, exposure of a rat’s

father or even grandfather to this hepatotoxin
resulted in a suppression of fibrosis induced by

hepatotoxin exposure (Zeybel et al. 2012).More

commonly, rodent studies focus on behavior-
related stress paradigms. These include scenar-

ios inwhichmalemice suffer “defeat stress” after

being placed in a cage with a rat, in which male
mice suffer chronic variable stress (with random

exposure to unfamiliar objects, damp bedding,

etc.), and early life stress because of intermittent
maternal separation (Dietz et al. 2011; Morgan

and Bale 2011; Rodgers et al. 2013; Gapp et al.

2014). Phenotypes observed in offspring in-
clude both behavioral alterations (changes in

exploratory behavior, etc.) and altered metabo-

lism (altered insulin levels).

SPECIFICITY IN PATERNAL EFFECT
PARADIGMS: THE CASE OF ODORANT
TRAINING

As is clear from the examples above, a wide va-
riety of fairly distinct environmental stressors

can alter some aspect of offspring phenotype

O.J. Rando
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in inbred mammalian model systems. In gen-

eral, the studies described above focus on dis-
parate phenotypes. Dietary perturbations alter

metabolism in offspring, stress paradigms alter

anxiety and depression in offspring, carbon tet-
rachloride alters fibrosis in response to toxins,

and so forth, thus raising the question of the

information content of the sperm epigenome.
Do sperm transmit millions of bits of informa-

tion (calcium was plentiful in the drinking wa-

ter, the average temperature was 10˚C, protein
was hard to come by, etc.) or an overall “quality

of life” measure? Supporting the “sick sperm”

hypothesis is evidence that many of the pheno-
types observed in paternal effect experiments

can be observed in response to multiple stimuli.

For example, both glucose control phenotypes
and reproductive success are seen in stress, tox-

in, and dietary paradigms (Rando 2012). The

answer to the question of sperm’s information
content has clear mechanistic importance. Cy-

tosine methylation patterns could potentially

transmit millions of bits of information to off-
spring, although the ability of a single day of in

vitro embryo culture to induce metabolic phe-

notypes in offspring is consistent with many
inputs leading to alterations in the kinetics of

early development, with nonspecific secondary

effects occurring downstream from growth rate.
A stunning report from Dias and Ressler

(2014) provides the only compelling evidence

for the “high bandwidth” hypothesis. In this
study, one of two odorants was paired with foot

shock. Offspring of the males treated in this way

showed increased sensitivity to the odorant ad-
ministered to the father, but no change in sensi-

tivity to the alternative odorant. This increased

susceptibility to the odorant was paired with an
increase in the number of the relevant olfactory

receptor-positive neurons. Given the specificity

of odorant receptors for their ligands, this study
suggests the somewhat shocking possibility that

fathers could inform offspring of an extraor-

dinarily complex chemical milieu via sperm.
Moreover, it seems unlikely that such informa-

tion transferwouldbe limited toolfactory recep-

tor loci, whichwould suggest an essentially arbi-
trary level of complexity to the information

transmitted from father to child. Naturally, un-

derstanding the bandwidth available in the

sperm epigenome requires understanding the
mechanistic basis for paternal effects.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON THE SPERM
EPIGENOME

Although demonstrations that paternal envi-
ronment can influence offspring phenotype

are increasingly being replicated and extended

to new stimuli and systems, at present we do not
have any systems for which a convincing mech-

anism for information transfer has been defin-

itively established. In fact, few studies have even
tested the hypothesis that paternal dietary in-

formation is carried in sperm as opposed to

seminal fluid (Dietz et al. 2011; Dias and Ressler
2014). That said, a substantial number of stud-

ies have identified epigenomic changes in the

sperm in response to paternal environmental
perturbations.

Themajorityof studies have reported chang-

es either in cytosine methylation patterns
(Chang et al. 2006; Ng et al. 2010; Dias and Re-

ssler 2014;Radford et al. 2014;Wei et al. 2014) or

RNA populations in sperm (Carone et al. 2010;
Rodgers et al. 2013; Gapp et al. 2014), although

chromatin changes have also been reported

(Carone et al. 2010; Zeybel et al. 2012). Func-
tional testsof cytosinemethylationorchromatin

changes in sperm are challenging, but are feasi-

ble. Heterozygous deletion of a differentially
methylated genomic locus used in a scheme in

which heterozygous males are crossed to wild-

type females or vice versa, can be used to test
whether a given stretch of DNA must be trans-

mitted from the father to allow “reprogram-

ming”ofoffspring.Alternatively, rapidadvances
in genomic targeting using ZNFs, TALENs, and

CRISPR systems, could plausibly be used in the

near future to “edit the epigenome.” That said,
reportedcytosinemethylationchanges generally

are somewhat subtle changes of ≏10% methyl-

ation at a given CpG, and are thus unlikely to
explain penetrant paternal effects. Briefly, this is

because of the “digital” nature of sperm. As each

sperm carries only a single copy of a given CpG
and is responsible for generating one embryo, a

change from 10% to 20% methylation at some
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locus should onlyalter thepenetranceof ameth-

ylation-dependent phenotype from one in 10
offspring to two in 10 offspring. This concern

holds for every single methylation change doc-

umented in paternal effect studies to date. That
said, distributive methylation changes over a

large number of CpGs, coupled with a readout

mechanism that integrates total number of
methyl marks across a locus, could conceivably

allow digital sperm to achieve penetrant analog

control of gene expression.
In contrast to methylation and chromatin

alterations in sperm, functional tests for differ-

entially regulated RNAs are straightforward as
individual RNAs or RNA pools can be micro-

injected into control zygotes. Several studies

have shown that RNA injections into zygotes
can alter offspring phenotypes, in some cases

recapitulating effects of paternal genetic lesions

(Rassoulzadegan et al. 2006; Wagner et al.
2008). Moreover, a recent study of intergenera-

tional effects of early life stress found that mi-

croinjection of sperm RNA from stressed males
into zygotes could recapitulate some of the phe-

notypes observed in natural matings (Gapp

et al. 2014). Future studies will hopefully iden-
tify which RNAs from the sperm pool are re-

sponsible for altering behavioral and metabolic

phenotypes in offspring.

CONCLUSIONS

It is now clear that sperm carry not only genetic

information to the next generation, but also

carry some imprint of amale’s prior experiences
in the form of epigenetic information carriers.

Diet and stress in particular are common para-

digms for rodent models of intergenerational
transfer of information about paternal condi-

tions. The next decade should be an exciting

time for this fledgling field as rigorous interven-
tions are used to definitively identify the rele-

vant information carrier in various dietary and

stress paradigms.
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